Abstract
alignments (see Additional File 1: Figure S1 for example). Candidate inversions with negative 126 score are removed. 127
The remaining candidate inversions can overlap and/or contradict with each other (Figure 3b (ii)). 128
To resolve such conflicts, SyRI generates a second DAG where each node is a candidate inversion 129 with the inversion score as node-score and each edge connects inversions which do not conflict 130 (i.e. do not overlap or intersect). Similar to the syntenic path identification, additional start(S) 131 and end(E) nodes and corresponding edges are added, and dynamic programming is used to 132 select the highest-scoring path from S to E. Thus, SyRI identifies the best set of non-conflicting 133 inversions which maximises the total alignment score from inversions and the syntenic path 134
simultaneously. 135 136
Translocation and duplication (TD) identification. Since syntenic and inverted regions are 137 already annotated, all remaining alignments are either involved in TDs or are of repetitive nature 138 and need to be filtered out. For this, SyRI again starts by generating a third genome graph, this 139 time using only the so-far unannotated alignments, where again each node corresponds to an 140 alignment and an edge implies co-linearity between the respective alignments (Additional File 1: 141 Figure S2 ). Nodes corresponding to alignments which are separated by any other annotated 142 region (syntenic or inverted) are not connected by an edge (Additional File 1: Figure S3 ). 143
Additional start (S) and end (E) nodes and edges from these nodes to all other nodes are added. 144
In this graph, each path from S to E corresponds to a candidate TD. Each candidate TD is given a 145 score based on its alignment length and gap length between consecutive alignments (Methods).
Low scoring candidates and those that are overlapping with syntenic or inverted regions are 147 filtered out. 148
Like inversions, selected candidate TDs can overlap with each other. To resolve these conflicts, 149
SyRI first clusters overlapping candidate TDs, generating a network of co-aligned regions 150 (Additional File 1: Note 3). These networks are processed using progressive elimination which 151 involves iterative selection of candidates which align uniquely to a region (Figure 3c) . A unique 152 alignment implies that these candidate TDs are necessary for annotating these genomic regions 153
as there are no alternative alignments which could annotate these regions. In contrast, 154
candidates which align to annotated regions within both of the genomes are removed as they 155 are redundant alignments. This procedure, however, can result in deadlocks, which refers to 156 cases when it is not clear which candidate should be selected next during progressive elimination. 157
To break such deadlocks, SyRI uses progressive elimination in conjunction with brute-force (for 158 small networks) and randomized-greedy algorithms (for large networks). In the brute-force 159 approach, all possible sets of non-conflicting candidate TDs within a network are generated. The 160 score of each set (sum of candidate TD scores) is calculated and the set with the highest score is 161 selected. In the randomized-greedy algorithm, deadlocks are resolved by selecting one of the 162 highest scoring candidates at random with its probability weighed to its alignment score followed 163 again by progressive elimination. This is repeated until all candidates are either annotated as TD 164 or removed as redundant. After SyRI identifies all intra-chromosomal TDs, inter-chromosomal 165
TDs are annotated in the same way. 166
Grouping of alignments to generate annotation block. SyRI combines annotated alignments to 168 generate annotation blocks where a block corresponds to genomic region (alignments and the 169 unaligned space within it) which constitute a structural event. For example, a syntenic block 170 would contain all consecutive uninterrupted co-linear alignments and the unaligned regions 171 between these alignments. Inversion (or TD) blocks would include all alignments which together 172 form the extent of one inversion (or one TD). 173
Local variation identification. Local, small variations (like SNPs and small indels) are parsed out 175 from individual alignments using MUMmer or corresponding CIGAR strings [12] . Local, large 176 variations (structural variations like long indels) lead to alignment discontinuity. SyRI compares 177 the overlaps and gaps present between all consecutive alignments within each of the annotation 178 blocks and annotates indels, highly divergent regions (HDRs) and CNVs/tandem repeats 179 (Additional File 1: Figure S4 ) similar to the structural variation predictions of Assemblytics [10] . 180
Finally, SyRI reports all un-aligned regions which are not part of any annotation block. These 181 regions reside between neighboured annotation blocks and are not classified further. 182
Validating SyRI using genetics and a simulation study 183 We used SyRI to predict genomic differences between two of the best described A. thaliana 184 accessions, Col-0 and Ler. Col-0 is the standard lab strain, which was used for the generation of a 185 high-quality reference sequence [16] In contrast, the allele counts of falsely predicted translocations would be independent of the 235 genotype and as a result, samples with the same genotypes should not cluster together 236 (Methods). 237
We selected 135 translocations (intra-and inter-chromosomal), which were larger than 1kb and 238
were not part of the peri-centromeres for validation. We tested all translocations with at least 239 one of the tests described above, of which 92% (124) could be confirmed by at least one test, 240 while 39% (52/135) were even confirmed by two or three tests ( Figure 5f ). We manually checked 241 the read alignments in the regions of the eleven translocations that could not be confirmed and 242
found support for the existence of each of the translocations, which however had not been strong 243 enough to be identified by any of the three automated genetic tests. 244
In additiona, we performed a simulation analysis where we randomly introduced non-245 overlapping SRs in the Col-0 reference sequence (Methods) and compared these modified 246 genomes against the original assembly using SyRI. For this, we simulated 100 genomes each of 247 the four classes: inversions, translocations, duplications, and translocations with duplications. 248
SyRI was able to consistently identify correct SRs and obtained >95% of sensitivity and precision 249 values across all samples (Additional File 1: Figure S6 
Discussion

276
We introduced SyRI, a tool that identifies genomic differences using pair-wise comparisons of 277 whole genome assemblies. However, instead of identifying differences directly, SyRI starts by Finally, though implemented in a genome graph that is build up from local alignments generated 295 by a WGA, our algorithm can be easily adapted for SR identification in other types of genome 296 graphs as well [34, 35] . 297
Conclusions
298
We have developed SyRI which, to our knowledge, is the first tool to identify all classes of 299 structural rearrangements between two genome assemblies following the identification of 300 
Assembly generation 316
Raw reads were filtered to remove small and low-quality reads (length<50bp and QV<80), 317 corrected and de novo assembled using Falcon [36], followed by polishing with Arrow in the 318 SMRTLink5 package, and finally corrected using Illumina short read alignments with reads from 319 an earlier project [17] . The contigs from organellar DNA sequences were removed, all others 320 were anchored into pseudo-chromosome based on homology with the reference sequence. 321
Adjacent contigs were connected with a stretch of 500 "N" characters. 322
Whole genome alignments 323
All assemblies used in this work were filtered to select only chromosome-representing contigs 324 (unplaced scaffolds were removed) (Additional File 2: S2). We used the nucmer alignment tool 325 from the MUMmer toolbox [12] to perform WGAs. Nucmer was run with --maxmatch to get all 326 alignments between two genomes including -c, -b, and -l parameters which were selected to 327 balance alignment resolution and runtime based on genome size and number of repeat regions 328 (full commands are available in Additional File 2: Table S2 ). Alignments were filtered using the 329 delta-filter tool and the filtered delta files were converted to the tab-delimited files using the 330
show-coords command. Before whole-genome alignments, both maize genomes were maskedEach selected candidate TD was given a score based on the length of alignments in it and the gap 334 length between the alignments; TD score = min (
). 336
Data extraction and transformation of the 50 recombinant genomes 337
We used whole-genome sequencing data of 50 F 2 recombinant plants that were generated in the 338 course of a different project (preprint [19] ) for validating SR predictions. We extracted allele 339 count information from consensus call files generated by SHORE [38] . For each predicted 340 translocation, we estimated its copy number as the ratio between average read-coverage for the 341 translocated region and the average read-coverage across the entire genome of the respective 342 sample. Translocations in the centromeric regions and for which more than 25% of the 343 translocated sequence had at least 10% reads with Ns were filtered out. For allele count analysis, 344
we selected high-confidence (25bp conserved in both directions) SNPs in translocated regions as 345 markers. Translocated regions (and corresponding SNP markers) were classified according to the 346 genotypes (as predicted by TIGER) in individual samples at the two associated loci. 347
Validation of translocation: Absence of reads (Test 1) 348
We selected F2 samples which, according to predicted genotypes, should have lost the 349 translocated DNA and thus should not give rise to any reads from the translocated region. Only 350 translocations for which at least two samples that had lost the translocated regions were tested. 351 And only those translocations for which all tested samples had no reads were considered 352 validated.
For each translocation, we selected samples which had different genotypes at the two associated 355 loci for the translocation. This removes some of the samples with two copies, and helps to 356 remove a bias towards genomes with a copy number of two, which can affect this test. We further 357 only selected translocations for which we found samples with at least three different copy-358 number values predicted. A linear model was fit using the lm function in R. P-values for the 359 model-fit were adjusted for multiple testing using the BH-method [39], and translocations for 360 which adjusted p-values were less than 10 −6 and slope more than 0.75 were considered as valid. 361
Validation of translocation: Genotype clustering (Test 3) 362
Allele count values at the SNP markers were normalized and outliers (markers having very high 363 allele counts) were removed. Translocations were tested only when they had at least two 364 different classes of samples (genotypes) with each class having at least three samples, and at 365 least three SNP markers in the translocated regions. Translocations for which alternate allele 366 counts did not change across the samples (variance < 1) were also filtered out. 367
Cluster fit calculation: First, the distance between two samples was defined as the Euclidean 368 distance between their reference allele counts and alternate allele counts. Then, the 369 closeness_score was calculated as the sum of ratios of the average distance between the samples 370 belonging to a genotype to the average distance to samples of other genotypes. 371
Simulating distributions: Background distributions for the closeness_score were simulated by 372 generating random clusters. For each sample, allele counts (reference and alternate) were 373 sampled using a Poisson distribution. For true translocations, the closeness_score would be low 374 as samples from same genotype would be much closer to each other (leading to smaller 375 numerator), whereas samples from different genotypes would be far (leading to large 376 denominator). For each translocation, we calculated lower-tail p-value of getting corresponding 377 closeness_score. P-values were adjusted for multiple testing using BH-method, and 378 translocations with p-value < 0.05 were considered valid. 379
Simulation analysis 380
We simulated SRs in the A. thaliana reference genome using R package RSVSim Figure legends Deadlocks occur when no further alignments can be classified and are solved using brute-force 561 and randomized-greedy methods. 562 
